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Ventilation.

JUNE 3, 1888.

To "run Enrron or run RAILROAD GAZETTE : -

I am pleased to see from your editorial of last week that

there is one at least amongst the number of railroad commis-

sioners who asks why the matter of ventilation is not

entailed on that of car heating. It is a crying disgrace

tothe intelligence of car builders that they have not,

and will not do anything that is sensible towards the relief of

the suﬁfering thousands pent up in close, heated cars through-

out the land. At one time I was led to think that a more

stubborn, bull-headed class of men did not exist than railroad

mechanics. and on my ﬁrst introduction as sanitary engineer

to a New England railroad official of long standing, when

happening to question the present methods of car ventilation.

he very emphatically told me "if I was not by introduction

a friend of his, he would show me to the door with 0. shot-

gun." He then proceeded to explain how much men in his

position were pestered by “ cranks " on this and like matters.

This led to a degree of sympathy with railroad oﬂicials which

has not been lessened by closer associations with them and

knowledge of the diﬁlculties they have to encounter in deal-

ing with owners of new devices. The ﬂood of wretched con-

trivancm offered has brought it about that you might as well

shake a red rag at a] bull as say the word ventilation to

a car builder.

life should very naturally kick with emphasis if any one

required us to wash in the ﬁlthy water used already by

another, but we contentedly breathe over and over again the

air which has passed through lungs and over bodies foul and

diseased, within and without. Thus we strain at a gust and

swallow a camel. I l\Sl{ the public, you the editor, and you

the constructors of cars, to consider this matter in Ihe sani

tary sense, and to simply arrange for rendering innoxious

the poisoned atmosphere of our cars.

I know it to he a hard job to educate the public and a good

many railroad ofllcers to stand fresh air if they know they

are getting it. You will have to smuggle it into the cars.

Witness the expremion of astonrhment that ovcrspread the

genial face of Mr. Adams. of the Boston & Albany, at a late

New England Railroad Club meeting, on learning that one of

the greatest roads in the country had tried Pennycuickis sys-
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the multiplication of parts has been objected to as making it

more liable to derangement. The ground connections can

be buried out of the way, and can be led out from the tower

in any way most convenient, and these must often be great

and obvious advantages.

At the same time the relative economy of this system and

of those which move the switches and signals by pipe and

wire connections must depend on the special conditions of

the place to be worked. In a large yard where many levers

and much ground connection would be required, or in a sit-

uation where several towers can be supplied from one com-

pressor, the pneumatic system might often be economical,

and it can readily be imagined that the economy in opera‘
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tion might be very considerable. On the other hand, it would

obviously not pay to put in a boiler and compressor for a

small, isolated plant. The line at which one or the other sys-

tem begins to be the more economical must be determined in

each special case.
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Shops of the Pond Machine Tool Co.

Messrs. Manning, Maxwell & Moore have sent us a blue

print of the shops of the Pond Machine Tool Co. at Plain-

ﬁeld, N. J.. on the line of the Central of New Jersey. The

same drawing is reproduced in the current number of the

American Machinist, and from the description given in that

journal we make a. few extracts.

The machine shop is 500 ft. long and 100 ft. wide, one

story high, and abundantly lighted and ventilated from the

root. as well as by windows in the side walls, and heated by

overhead system of steam pipes. Through the centre of the

building runs a track connecting with the railroad, and

while there the writer saw a locomotive come in and deliver

a car load of stock beside the machine where it was wanted.

The space between this track and one of the rows of posts

which su port the roof and traveling cranes constitute the

erecting oor. and is provided with a pit 100 ft. long, 10 ft.

wide and 6% ft, deep, Walled up with brick, and having a

cement ﬂoor. On the other side of the track, and between it

and the other row of posts, the heaviest machine tools are

placed.

Above the track, and the spaces each side of it, are two

large traveling cranes._ each of 15 tons capacity, made by

the Morgan Engineering Co. Either of them can travel the

entire length of the building. and they are both driven from

a 3-in. sciuare shaft, which is in one piece 500 ft. long,

weighing 4 54 tons. It is turned round at the bearings, which

touch the shaft on the under side only, and are automatically

swung out of the way to allow the cranes to pass, and restored

to their places afterwards, The two cranes command a ﬂoor

space of 500 x 42 ft., within which all the heavy work is

done. Outside of the two rows of posts, and between them

and the outer walls, are the smaller machine tools, these

spaces being provided with small traveling cranes worked by

hand, that over the planers being simply a single rail, upon

which travels a hand hoist.

Adjoining the machine shop is the engine room, in which

is a Brown engine of 200 horsepower, and a dynamo for

electric lighting (incandescent system), run by a double Arm-

ington 8: Sims engine of 100 horse—power. Under the

engine room is a cellar in which are the steam pumps, one

for returning the condensed steam from the heating pipes to

the boilers, and the other for fire supply and general service.

Electric signals are all over the building, communicating

with the engine room, and when by this means the engineer

receives the ﬁre signal, he goes to this pump, puts an addi-

tional weight on the automatic valve which controls it, and

the pressure is immediately increased to 100 lbs. At that

pressure six streams can be thrown on to a ﬁre in any part

